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9 NRO YZ 5101. 

10 Bill NRO D3350; Award Vol. D p. 361. 
11 NRO Fermor-Hesketh Baker 715a, was Phillipps MS 17,174; 18th-century transcript. 

HaddonEast 
M 1978 F 1598 (survey) 

East Haddon had a double field system, separated by the village street. It is possible 
that there were two-villages next to each other; the western end, called Tilbury, may 
have been an independent settlement. At Domesday, in 1086, East Haddon was held by 
three tenants of the Count ofMortain as 2.5, 0.5 and 1.5 hides (total 4.5;1). The parish 
was held as one manor of 4 hides in c. 11242 and was split into three in c. 1211 3. There is 
nothing in the manorial descent to accou~t for a double field system; it is likely to be 
older than 1086. 

The furlongs and fields have been identified using a field-sUIVey plan, the 'modern' 
field names, and a survey made in 1598, as explained in Chapter 3 and shown on Figure 
5. The furlong names taken from the 1598 survey4 are listed in Table 15. 

Table 15 East Haddon furlong data 

Number Name 

South Field 
I South Field Heath furlong 
2 Burdge leys furlong 
3 Nether dod furlong 
4 Manewell furlong 
5 Butlers leys 
6 Sharmans craft furlong 
7 Over dod furlong 
8 Samberhill furlong 
9 Nether whitland furlong 

lO Longe whiteland 
11 The butts 
12 Homes hollow furlong 
13 Homes furlong 
14 Hurtlow more furlong 
15 High hurtlow 
16 Breer furlong 
17 Over whitland 
18 Jackwellleys 
19 Breach furlong 
20 Dryhill furlong 
21 Peasland pytt furlong 
22 North overland furlong 
23 South overland furlong 
24 Watrie dole furlong 
25 Readland furlong 
26 Shortleys furlong 
27 Meer hill furlong 

South Field calkd Middle Field 
28 Bentley leys furlong 
29 West Wolfey.leys 
30 Lames leys 
31 Wolfay hill furlong 
32 Enborrow furlong 
33 Nether enborrow 

Orientation of Number Abuttals and notes 
lands of lands 

NS 63 
EW 58 
EW 49 
EW 72 
NS 14 
NS 77 
EW 14 
EW 87 
EW 40 
NS 27 
(EW) 46 
NS 34 
EW 88 
EW 30 
EW 32 
NS 53 
EW 28 
NS 21 
EW 39 
NS 45 
EW 26 
NS 29 
NS 10 
NS 65 
EW 32 
NS 51 
NS 99 

EW 39 
EW 41 
EW 22 
NS 81 
EW 52 
NS 32 

Allleys 
Allleys -

Leys 
Narrow lands 
Leys 

Next sylleybroke leys 

Shoots W to Long Buckby brook 

Leys 

Leys 
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Table 15 continued 

Number Name Orientation of Number Abuttals and notes 
lands of lands 

34 West enborrow EW 10 Leys 
35 Over stoven furlong EW 56 
36 Garbadge leys furlong EW 42 Leys 
37 Over furlong of black leys NS 15 , Leys 
38 Nether furlong of black leys NS 25 Leys 
39 Long meer hill- furlong NS 71 
40 Short meer hill furlong NS 62 
41 Wolfay meade furlong NS 37 
42 Nether stoven furlong EW 47 
43 Middle stoven furlong EW 31 
44 Furlong under Brington way EW 19 
45 Over readland furlong EW 24 
46 Nether me er furlong NS 161 
47 Small doles furlong NS 123 
48 Nether readland furlong EW 27 
49 Little ditch furlong NS 21 
50 Fladand furlong EW 34 Next hollow brook 
51 Shetshawe furlong NS 102 
52 

The East Field or tM South Field 
53 Old yard furlong NS 24 Leys 
54 Furlong betwixt Holdenby ways NS 135 
55 Hadden wellleys furlong NS 19 Leys 
56 Rabbett dole furlong NS 23 
57 Hadden well furlong EW 35 
58 Flaxland furlong NS 154 
59 Red pit furlong EW 39 Leys 
60 Rysell1eys furlong EW 35 Leys 
61 Leys under rysell furlong NS 40 Leys 
62 'Leys beyond rysell EW 23 
63 Risell piece NS 38 
64 Tare hill furlong EW 75 Leys 
65 Gunwell furlong NS 32 Leys 
66 Hither rowell hill furlong NS 22 
67 Under town hadland NS 44 
68 Whydand under tare hill EW 34 
69 Portway furlong EW 91 
70 Stubb furlong NS 53 
71 Whydand under gunwell NS 42 
72 Rowell1eys furlong NS 36 Leys 
73 Furlong under stranglond 35 
74 Strangland furlong EW 58 
75 Flyburrrow furlong NS 31 
76 Flyburrow furlong EW 22 
77 Flyburrow furlong NS 20 
78 Strangland brack furlong EW 63 

The North West Field 
79 Ferty furlong NS 104 
80 Stonepit furlong NS 34 
81 Rye hill furlong EW 145 Butts hassock and Daventry way 
82 Burne hill furlong EW 40 Leys 
83 Hangwell slade furlong NS 9 
84 Furlong butting hangwell 53 
85 Fishdam furlong EW 65 
86 Hyngwellleys furlong NS 72 Leys of heath 
87 Springwell hill furlong NS/EW 77 
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Table 15 continued 

Number Name Orientation of Number Abuttals and notes 
lands of lands 

88 Nether swath leys NS Leys 
89 Church leys EW 67 Leys;calledshepey 
90 Slepyldon furlong EW 25 Leys (heath) 
91 Nether little dyke furlong EW 37 
92 Over hanging furlong EW 15 Leys of heath 
93 Over little dyke furlong EW 23 
94 Mereswell furlong NS 69 
95 . Bannell green furlong NS 21 
96 Nether hanging furlong EW 14- Leys 
97 Stanell hook furlong NS 27 
98 Wylcoll hill furlong EW 

-, 
18 

99 Sand furlong NS 17 
100 Symons bank furlong EW 38 

The Middle Field 
101 Chappellleys furlong EW 21 Leys 
102 Blackwell furlong EW 69 
103 Blackwell furlong NS 30 
104 Blackwell furlong EW 14- 21eys 
105 Raddells furlong EW 44-
106 Prestwell furlong EW >27 2leys 
107 Furlong on Saunders Close (NS) 59 Leys 
108 Cockrell dole furlong EW 34 
109 Furlong butting leys at Saunder's (NS) 25 

yard 
110 Lennard well furlong NS 28 Buts ruddles 
III Stannell furlong EW 34 Buts North East Field 
112 Muswell furlong EW 91 
113 White earth furlong EW 37 
114 BrOOdey meadow NS 92 
115 BrOOdey meadow 
116 Great horse poole furlong NS 49 
117 Brakenborrow furlong NS 20 Leys 
118 Brackenborrow furlong EW 43 Buts new well 
119 Water furrows NS 12 
120 Cuttell furlong EW 31 
121 Furlong under hills home EW 22 Leys 
122 Dole meadow 
123 Furlong under fullwell hill NS 30 
124 Swaythes meadow 
125 Nether dunland furlong NS 24 Leys; buts North East Field and 

Ravenstrop brook 
126 Dunland willows furlong EW 24- Leys 
127 Middle dunland furlong NS 35 Leys 
128 Fullwell hill furlong EW 70 
129 Furlong in curles pit NS 21 

The North East Field 
130 Furlong shooting sowe sleek NS 20 Leys 
13l Muswell furlong EW 21 
132 Grey bawke furlong EW 11 11leys 
133 Astwell furlong NS 13 
134- West brOOway furlong EW 23 
135 East brOOway EW >32 
136 Mill way furlong NS >35 
137 Gallow furlong NS 75 
138 Gallow lowe furlong NS 15 
139 Stubb furlong NS 28 lley 
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Table 15 continrud 

Number Name Orientation Number Abuttals and notes 
oflands oflands 

140 Sallows furlong EW 30 
141 Foxhole furlong NS 40 
142 East 1ampit furlong NS 12 
143 Middle lamp it furlong EW 9 
144 West lampit f1;!l"1ong NS 13 
145 Hare dole furlong EW 59 Buts astwell way 
146 Curles pit furlong NS 30 
147 Over dunland EW 19 Leys 
148 Debdale furlong EW 54 
149 West on town hedlond 31 
150 Nether lampit leys NS Leys 
151 Copperd hill furlong EW 36 
152 Shovell hill furlong EW 79 
153 Nether middle hill furlong NS 12 Leys 
154 Over middle hill furlong EW 30 Leys 
155 Hollywell hed[land] NS 10 
156 Hollywell hill furlong EW 45 Leys 
157 Curles hill furlong EW 28 Leys 

The two field systems were called the North Fields and the South Fields. The 1598 
survey of both of them describes in detail the Dive manor, stating the total number of 
lands in each furlong with its abuttals. In the furlongs, the land of the lord,John Dive, is 
measured to the nearest pole and the number oflands and their position in the furlong 
noted. The name of the tenant is also recorded, except for the demesne; an example has 
been given in Chapter 3. At the end of the survey a summary table for the manor ofjohn 
Dive, one third of the 13th-century manor, names the tenants, giving particulars of the 
holdings: see opposite page. 

Areas are given to the nearest acre. Although the summary does not state in which 
field system the yardlands lie, inspection of the survey shows the first four properties are 
in the South and the last four are in the North Fields. 

Both fields had the same animal stint; 2 horses, 5 beasts, and 40 sheep per yardland. 
The ar'able in the South Fields for a yardland averages 18 acres, and in the North 11 
acres. If the acreages of leys and pasture are added the yardlands become 25 and 1 7 
acres in size. 

Each field system had areas set down to leys. The South Heath was still 'known land', 
stated to be allleys and used as cow pasture. The North Fields had a common pasture at 
the west, with lands unidentified. The fields are confirmed to be separate because the 
lord's tenants had yardlands in one field or the other, the demesne lay only in the South 
Fields, which had a different enclosure history from the North Fields. The statistics of 
the fields are given below: 

South Fields 

South Field 
Middle Field 
East Field 

lAnd number 

1,228 (includes the Heath) 
1,171 
1,223 

North Fields 

North West Field 
Middle Field 
North East Field 

Number 

970 (heath not described) 
914 
775 

The North Field was divided into three throughout its recorded existence, called East 
or Holdenby Field, Middle Field, and West or Upper FieldS. A yardland of 16536 was 



Name [andfieldJ Tene- Tard- PrivaJe Heads, Arable Comnwn 
menls lands pasture ILy land pasture 

acres meadow 

Demesnes S 1 6 6.5 14 84 37 
John Facer S 1 2 0.5 5 32 7 
Will.Chapman S 2 2.5 0.75 5 47 11 
RobertJeyse S 1 1 0.5 2 20 4 
Anth. Bushope N 1 2 0.75 4 20 7 
Thomas Watts N 1 2 2.5 4 23 12 
Thomas Harbard N 1 1 1 3 12 5 
Henry Traslowe N 0.33 3 2 

Heath Horses Beast Breeder Sheep 

7 12 30 240 
2 4 10 80 
5 3 13 100 
1 2 5 40 
1 4 10 80 
3 4 10 80 
2 2 5 40 
1 1 2 13 

Rent 

£4 1 8d 
1 10 0 
1 12 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 12 0 
1 10 0 

5 0 

Capons 

2 
2 
2 
2 hens 
2 
2 
2 

0 
~ 
~ 
t'1 

~ 
0 
"Jj 

~ 
I 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
t'1 
CfJ. 

t-.:) 

00 .-
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distributed in West Field 5.25 acres arable 3.25 ley, Middle Field 4.5 and 2.75, East 
Field 5.0 arable and 2.75 acres ley; the total was 24.5 acres with 40 percent ley. 

A 17th-century terrier of3 yardlands of the North Fields described, in the West Field, 
12 neighbours of whom 3 held 63 percent of the positions, indicating a likely regular 
order. Most of the lands were in singles, so the yardlands were not next to each other. 

Court rolls of 1664, concerned with the North Fields only, refer to bushes cut on 
common heath contrary to order. A list of open field-orders for the same year notes 
there were 4 beast per yardland; every half-acre land should leave a greensward balk 2 
feet wide, and every rood 1 foot wide; no one 'shall trompel ... with his horses ... turning 
upon any hadeland ... [and] shall allow for every furlong 24 feet to turn upon';jointway 
ridgeways were to have 20 feet left either side7• In c. 1772 it was stated that the cow 
pasture for 153 cows was 600 acres in extent and had not been ploughed for more than 
500 years8. 

The South Fields were divided into three, only recorded in the 1598 survey. The 
demesne of the Dive manor was all in the South Fields (except for 5 small parcels of a few 
acres that lie in the North). It consisted of 6 yardlands and was distributed fairly 
uniformly in small blocks, generally in groups of3 half-acres, showing that the fields had 
been laid out in roods that represented a yardland when added up through all the 
tenurial cycles. A plan has been published9. 

The tenurial cycles as indicated by the demesne are not perfectly regular, blocks of 
demesne being between 24 and 27 lands apart, suggesting a cycle of25. A few furlong 
pairs (Betwixt Holdenby Waies (Fig 5. no. 54) and F1axlands (58); Little Ditch (49) and 
Shetshawe (51)) have the demesne cycles going through the boundaries. 

Tardlonds. In c. 1752 the North Fields contained 38.25 yardlands, and the 1774 
Enclosure Award accounts for 37.79 yardlands and 39 acres, suggesting a total of c. 38. 
The Award records that South Field Heath, c. 61 acres, was used as a common by 21.5 
yardlands, which presumably had been the yardland rating of the South Field. Both 
townships totalled 59.5 yardlands, of unequal size, since the area of the South Fields was 
much greater than the North, yet it contained fewer yardlands. 

The 1598 Dive manor 6 demesne yardlands, 10.83 of tenanted land and 4 freehold, 
totalled 20.83. If it were exactly a third of the 12th-century single manor then there 
would have been 60.5 yardlands, agreeing fairly well with the 18th-century figures. 

There were c. 15 yardlands to the hide using average figures, but it is not known if 
each township had the same ratio of hides to yardlands; there could have been say 12 to 
the hide for the South and 18 in the North to allow for the different sized yardlands. This 
would give the total as: 

North 38 yardlands at 18 to hide equals 2.11 hides 
South 21.5 12 1. 79 
Total 59.5 3.9 

A similar calculation at 20 and 10 yardlands to the hide becomes 2.15 and 1.9, in all 
4.05 hides. These calculations are speculative. 

Enclosure of the North Fields took place by Parliamentary Act in1773 10• Also included 
was South Field Heath that had remained open. 
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The South Fields in 1772 were thought to have been 'enclosed 130 years ago' 
(1642 11). However a lease of 1629 referred to ancient enclosed ground of6 acres and 
200 acres of new closes, enclosed by agreement with the lords of the manor, who 
included Sir John Dive senior 12, deceased, father ofLewis Dive. The enclosures were for 
7 yardlands of which 6 were demesne; a shepherd's dwelling had been built in the 
village 13. A date between 1598 and 1607 is therefore indicated; probably the 1598 
survey was made for the purpose of exchanging the scattered demesne into an enclosed 
block before an enclosure of c. 1600. 

1 Thorn and Thorn 18-5, 18-87, 18-93. 
2 VCH i p. 378. 
3 Baker i p.160. 
4- NRO IL 2120. 
5 17th IL 94-5j 1709 X54-18j 1774- encl. 
6 NROIL935. 
7 NRO X6155j IL 94-5. 
8 NRO IL 2122. 
9 Hall, Medieval Fields, p. 34-. 

10 Act in NRO X54-17j Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vo!. D p.191. 
11 NRO IL 212l. 
12 Died in 1607, Baker i, 83. 
13 NRO IL 936A. 

Haddon West 

Q 1784 
In the early 13th century there appear to be 2 fields from a grant of 3 roods, 1 in the 

North Field and in the other field towards Thornby, 2 roods. A similar charter of the 
same date grants a rood in the North Field and one in the other Field 1. Another charter2 

refers to a land butting to holbroc in the West Field, which may be an alternative name. 
The distrib':ltion of half a yardland of glebe in 1720 describes 6 fields; South Field 22 

roods, Deepdale Field 14 roods, West Field 13, West Rye Hill 16, East Rye Hill 5, and 
the Heath 3 roods3• It is not clear how these operated; there could be a three-course tilth 
with grouping of South (22 roods), the Rye hills (21) and Deepdale and West (27), but 
most likely the Rye Fields were run independently, leaving the others as a three-field 
arrangment, the whole being like Newnham. Total area of one yardland is 36.5 acres. 

Several 13th-century terriers are copied in the cartulary of Pipewell Abbey. One 
granting 8 lands had neighbours on both sides mentioned4 , one neighbour was the same 
and Richard or Henry le Swon occupied 7 others; 3 people had 94 percent of the 
positions, indicating a regular order. 

fardlands. The enclosure papers give the assenting proprietors' yardlands as 35-2-1 
(the fractions being quarters and 16ths). The remaining smaller landholders who would 
not sign (mostly because they were old or doubted if it would do them much good) held 
13-0-2 yardlands, so the total is 48.68755. This calculation is of interest since it was 
arrived by totting up individual holdings accurate to the nearest 1/ 16 and is not a round 
figure passed down over the centuries. The glebe of 1767 gives the total number of 
yardlands as 48. 

In 1124 there were 3 hides and 3.5 virgates, differing from the Domesday value. This 
is close to 4, making 12 yardlands to the hide, using the the 18th-century 48 yardlands6. 

West Haddon·was enclosed in 1764 which caused opposition7• 
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1 M.J. Franklin Daventry Cartulary, NRS 35 (1988), 804-5, 819. 
2 Id. no.816. 
3 NRO West Haddon glebe terriers. 
4 NRO FH 145 f.51. 
5 NRO ZA 9053. 
6 VCH i p. 379. 
7 Bill NRO B(D) 700; Award Enclosure Enrolment Vol. Bp. 92 and ZA 9055; Map 2875 (1780). The quality 

book is ZA 938; seeJ. W. Anscomb's notes for the enclosure disputes and article inNPP. iv (1969) p. 175-8. 

Hannington 

M 1975 
A terrier of 1599 describes 3 fields, East, Wood and Burrough, with lands and leys 

distributed unequally 3:4: 11. There were 28 percent leys 1. The glebe shows equally 
balanced three fields from 1634 (42:45:45 lands), with the same names and 9 percent of 
leys. In Burrow Field 11 neighbours held 51 positions, of which 69 percent were 
occupied by 4 people, indicating a decaying order2. 

Hannington was enclosed in 18023. 

1 NRO S(G) 263. 
2 NRO Hannington glebe terriers. 
3 Act NRO in X1653; Award Enclosure Enrolment Vol. K p. 297; Map 2998. 

Hardingstone 

M 1972 F 1660 et 1765 
Hardingstone had a double field system, called the East Fields and West Fields in 

15381 until enclosure. Setdement was complicated by Cotton End and Far Cotton, 
lying next to Northampton, as well as by Delapre Abbey and a grange belonging to St 
Andrew's priory. In view of the name 'cotton', so often given to early Saxon setdements, 
it is possible that the Cottons should not be regarded as 'overspill', but were always 
there, and that the West End Fields ofHardingstone are really the fields of the Cottons. 
St Andrew's priory rental ofl4 75 has the place name simply entered 'Coton'2. However 
by 1705, and probably in the Middle Ages, the division was not quite as simple as this 
model, because a glebe terrier listing tithe able dwellings shows that the vill ofHarding
stone itself was divided between the East and West Fields 3 . Both the church and Delapre 
lie in the West End, and there was a chapel ofSt Leonard at Cotton. 

The division of the fields is ancient; a yardland of glebe was given to Hardingstone 
church in the 12 century, and i$ referred to in c. 12204• The glebe terriers show that this 
land lay in the West End Fields only. A different yardland in c. 1220 was said to lie 'in 
Cotes'5. Grants of yardlands in 1269 suggest the same complexity, being described as 
lying in 'in the fields of Hardingstone and Cotton', and 'in the fields of Cotes outside 
Northampton and in the fields of Hardingstone'6, presumably referring to the West 
Fields in the parish ofHardingstone. A plan ofHardingstone fields with furlong names 
and the township structure worked out has been published7• Reference to furlong 
numbers, below, are as given in the 1980 article. 

East End Fields 
A terrier of 14th century, probably referring to the East End Fields, shows there were 3, 
called East (?), Middle and South. The exact distribution is not legible in the fire-
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damaged original, but probably equalS. A fixed regular order is very clear since in all 
these parcels (at least 5) the neighbours are always Richard son ofRanulph andJohn son 
of Gode. 

A field book of c. 1660 lists furlongs, with the owner of each land and the land size (1 
rood, 1 land (for 0.5 acre) etc), and states whether it was ley9. 

Field lAnds ~s Totals 

Upper or Preston Hedge 593 193 786 
Middle 303 163 753 

Nether 235 52 part of Middle Field 
Moor 328 86 647 

Firedale 125 108 part of Moor Field 

Totals 1584 602 2186 

There were 5 fields run on a three tilth system, suggested by the sizes (Firedale is very 
small), and implied by statements in the field book. The ley ground ofFiredale Field was 
said to belong to Moor Field in 176410, and in the 1660 meadow description there is 
reference to three fallow seasons, for Preston Hedge Field, Middle Field and Moor 
Fields. 

The lay-out is much more complicated than the three course tilth and the field names 
imply. Although most ofFiredale Field lies in a block next to Upper Field, it also had two 
detached parts, one of them a long way off in Moore Field. The ~as also a block of cow 
pasture that was probably once part of Moor Field. So although there were three main 
fields and a three-course rotation there were in all 8 different locational regions. None of 
this could be appreciated from terriers alone, but only from the full analysis made 
available in the field book (Fig. 7). 

There were 602leys in the 2,186 lands of the East End Field in 1660 (27.5 percent). 
Other later terriers occurll. They all have the same three fields of Upper, Middle and 
Moor, only occasionally me~tioning the subdivisions. 

There were 33 yardlands in 1765 12, which were about 23 acres in size in 1660 (from 
the totals of lands in the field book). Yardlands were stated to be 20 acres in the 14th 
centuryl3. 

Tenurial arrangements. The East End FieldS had a regular layout, with a cycle of 32 
lands, discussed in Chapter 8 and fully analysed previouslyH. The cycles were probably 
not apparent to the surveyor of 1660, since in some furlongs the sequence is in reverse 
order, and a furlong began and ended anywhere within the cycle. When plotted on a 
plan it was shown that the cycles ran through many furlongs, crossing their boundaries, 
indicating that the landscape was once laid out in fairly simple manner, with lands up to 
800 yards in length. 

Middleburrow Hill Furlong (20) is a good example of the tenurial cycle, containing 29 
names, each person holding single lands except for two groups, one of 3 leys and one of 
two leys, making up one complete cycle of32. -The names in positions 1- 5 Gohn Green, 
J. Green for Edwards, Thomas Gee, John Eyle for Savage, J. Green for Edwards), 8 
(Thomas Gee), 11 (France), 14 Gohn Eyle), 19 (William Walker), 25-27 (Robert Pack, 
John Green for Naylor (twice)), and 31-32 (Edward Tate (twice)) rarely change, but in 
other positions there are considerable variations in ownership. 
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Within the cycle of 32 lands was a further subdivision into 8 groups of 4 lands that 
were called hides. The hides had names listed in Chapter 815 which were described in 
connection with the meadows in the 1660 field book. Three hide-names are mentioned 
in deeds, where they relate to arable land 16. The names of the hides are probably those 
of medieval tenants or freeholders, although none of them was mentioned in a rental of 
St Andrew's Priory made in 147517 • 

The demesne probably had two elements. The last four lands in the 32-cycle nearly 
always belonged to the lord in 1660 (Bartholomew Tate), and so are likely to be a 
dispersed demesne. There are several furlongs near the core of the village that do not 
have the 32-land cycle, one of which, pennylands, wholly belonged to Delapre Abbey in 
153918 and to Bartho10mew Tate in 1660. These furlongs were probably part of a block 
demesne. 

The masking of a regular order by exchanges and concentration of land into the 
hands of a single owner is demonstrated in another field book of 1 738 19, by which time 
only one of the 1660 family names survived and no regular order is discernible. The 
destruction of the tenurial cycle would have been considerable during the later part of 
the 17th century, when Bartholomew Tate, hoping to enclose the West End Fields in 
1676, exchanged lands in the East End Fields for the purpose 20. 

West End Fields. The West End Fields of the 17th and 18th centuries were 5; Mere, 
Moor, Ransdale (alias Grange), Long Haukway and Long Bromhill Fields. The last 2, 
lying on ironstone land at the far west, were almost entirely leys and it is likely that the 
other three were run as a three-course tilth. The alternative names for the 2 western 
fields, Upper. and Lower Rye, suggest that they were or had been used as separate rye 
fields on a five-field system like Newham. All the fields were of similar size21 • 

The published furlong name-list is based on a terrier c. 1740 with detailed abuttal 
descriptions22• There are other terriers from 1660-1 74823• 

The tenurial neighbours in a terrier of 1660 (before recorded exchanges were made), 
had 38 positions occupied by 8 people, three of them holding 66 percent. It is probable 
that there was a regular order. A later terrier24 had the lands numbered in each furlong, 
but a regular order is no longer apparent. 

There were 46.5 yardlands in 176525• The glebe 1 yardland was stated to be 19.25 
acres in 1705; a yardland of 1660 accounts for c. 24 acres26• 

Some demesne was probably in block form next to Hardingstone, since the 19.25 
acres of glebe, stated to be demesne in the 12th century, lay in small parcels in five 
furlongs only. There also seems to have been a block demesne around Cotton End, 
Delapre Abbey having been founded, in c. 1145, on a piece of land belonging to the 
grange of St Andrew's Priory, which must have been more than a few lands27 • 

St Andrew's rental, 1475, accounts for 17 yardlands and 6.25 acres. Seventeen 
topographical names are mentioned, all those identifiable are in the West End (foxholes, 
thevedale, calde satesforde, dypdale, admede, dame alys holme, caldewell mede). 

Both field systems of Hardingstone were enclosed in 176528• 

1 R. M. Serjeantson, A History of Delapre Abb~, Northampton, 1909, p. 31. 
2 Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS Rolls Northants 12. 
3 NRO Hardingstone glebe terriers. 
4 A. Gibbons, Liber Antiquus Hugonis Wells 1888, p. 33. 
5 NRO Northampton Borough Records no. 11. 
6 NRO photostats 30, 31. 
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7 D. Hall, 1980, 'Hardingstone Parish Survey 1972'. 
8 BL Cott. Tib. E v fr. 115- 115b. 
9 NRO B(D) 85. 

10 NRO B(D) 65. 
11 NRO B(D) 65, 1674; 787, 1679; 475, 1685; 688, a field book of 1738; 323a, 1752. 
12 NRO B(D) 551. 
13 Serjeantson 1909,13. 
14 Hall Hardingstone. 
15 See also Hardingstone p. 125. 
16 NRO B(D) 659 and 787, dating from 1651 and 1679 respectively. 
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17 Bodleian MS Rolls Northants 12; but the land ofSt Andrew's Priory was probably all in the West End 
Fields, and the date is late. 

18 Serjeantson, Delapre Abb~. 
19 NRO B(D) 688. 
20 NRO B(D) 396, 466. 
21 NRO D(B) 698-90. 
22 NRO B(D) 689-90. 
23 NRO B(D) 474, 1660; 724, 1673; 729, 1691; 746, 1727; 350, 1748. 
24 NRO B(D) 689-90, c. 1740. 
25 NRO B(D) 551. 
26 NRO B(D) 464. 
27 Stenton NRS IV, pp. 144--5. 
28 Bill NRO G 1252; Act B(D) 543; Quality Book B(D) 1060; Award (1766) Enclosure Enrolment Vol. Bp. 1. 

Hargrave 

M 1969 
In 1618 there were 3 fields, Mill Field, Moore Field and Grove Hill Field, a holding 

having 4 acres of land in each field with 9, 11 and 10 lands. The distribution in the 
furlongs was unequal with Moor Field having all the lands in a single place 1 • 

Three fields are similarly listed in 1613 (Mill, Rowland slade, and Bletsmore2) and 
1671 (Mill, South and B1etsoe3). In 1671 there were 4 percent 1eys. Only a few 
neighbours occur but most of Hargrave was in the hands of a few people. 

Two 18th-century terriers record many field names that were locational rather than 
indicative of cropping, but there was still a three-course system in 1791 with meadow 
allotted on a three-year cycle4. 

It is likely that there were three fields; Meadow Field; Middle Field; and a dispersed 
third cropping area made up of Moor Field, Long Field (alias Bletso Field) and Rowley 
Field. The glebe, of 1774 groups the fields in three blocks5; 

Fteld A R A R 

Meadow Field 13 13 

Bletso Field 5 3 
Rowl0 Field 5 0 
Moor Field 4 0 14 3 

South Field 1 0 
5 3 

Grove Hill Field 2 3 
Middle Field 6 0 15 2 

Such a complicated arrangement of fields was probably of late date. There was a 
contraction of arable from the parish periphery which became permanent grass. The 
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the north-eastern part of the Meadow Field was 'common' and the south-western 
tongue of the parish was 'common leys'. 

The priory ofChicksands, Beds., had a grange and 11.5 yardlands at Hargrave in 
c. 11606• In 1200, 7.5 yardlands were recorded7• A survey of 16108 refers to 0.5 
yardland; yardlands were not mentioned after that time. 

Furlongs have been identified from the names stated in the enclosure award to lie in 
each of the new allotments and the later field names of those allotments. Earlier furlong 
names are given in several terriers9. 

A small wood called the grove, still surviving, gave its name to the village. The furlong 
names suggest there was an area of woodland at the north, the lawndforlongs. These ~md 
nearby furlongs were probably laid out on a large scale because although there was 
subdivision into two or three furlongs lying on the slope running from the Raunds 
township boundary to the brook called mavis slade there was only one name for each of 
the three subregions, the lawnd, ten yards forlong, and mavis forlongs. Individual furlongs 
were specified by being called upPer or lower, or short, or where there were three 
furlongs, above or below the first and second joints etc. 

Orders. Open-field offences were recored in Duchy of Lancaster court rolls, some of 
which have been given in Chapter 2 for the years 1458 ' and 1471. Henry Pickering 
broke the common order about the number of sheep that could be kept, by having 60. 
Orders were listed in 156610, among them the stint sheep of one per acre ofland and ley 
in the fields, and 4 great beast for every 20 acres ofland and 1ey. No one was to destroy 
any young hares, leveretts or partridge eggs in 1572. Orders for 1580 stated all lands 
should be left uncultivated 8 paces towards the hadons and slades, which is an early 
example of an order made to create grass at the ends of lands. 

Hargrave was enclosed following an Act passed in 180211 • 

1 NRO YZ 7567 1618. 
2 NRO BSL Box 1183. 
3 Id. Box 1184. 
4 NRO YZ 4467, p. 23. 
5 NRO Hargrave glebe terriers. 
6 G. H. Fowler, &djordshire Historical Record &cie~ i (1913) 108 and 121. 
7 Book of Fees p. 289. 
8 PRO se 12 13/34 m.l{}-ll. 
9 NRO YZ 4467; 1791: with data from the glebe 1774 (1753), and other terriers; YZ 5121,1605: YZ 7567, 

1618. 
10 Duchy of Lancaster court rolls, Raunds manor, 8 Eliz I and 22 Eliz I in X707. 
11 NRO ZA 6149}Award (1807) Enclosure Enrolment Vol Lp. 163; the original map has recently (1990) 

been 'found' in the village and deposited at NRO. 

Harlestone 

This township has a detailed estate book of the early 14th century, made by one of its 
lords, that has been printed 1• 

There were two fields in 1301; a holding of 1.5 yardlands had 100 acres exacdy 
divided between the North and South fields2• Another terrier of7.5 acres was split as 7 
and 8 half acres between the same fields 3; and in a third holding the North Field had 32 
acres and the South 334. In all these terriers furlongs are listed. 

The two fields had been changed into three irregular ones by 1410, at which time 
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they were re-ordered into three equal fields by the 6 lords and the 'village community's. 
See the full text given in Chapter 4. 

The glebe from 1618 until enclosure shows that there were five fields for its half 
yardland6: 

North Rie Field 
South Rie Field 
Redland Field 
Wheathill Field 
Wood Field 

0.5 acres in 
4.5 

12.25 
6.75 

. 1.5 

1 parcel 
6 

22 
8 
4 

This, at first sight, appears to be a five-field arrangement like Newnham, until the 
acreages are studied. The Redland field at f2.25 acres is nicely balanced against the sum 
of all the others (13.25 acres), and it is possible that there had been reversion to a 
two-field tilth, one of them being described by severallocational parts. This is only an 
arithmetic interPretation, there is no evidence that Harlestone was two field at this date: 
The stinting was 6 horses, 12 beast, 82 sheep and 6 lots of turves, brakes and bushes for a 
full yardland, which was reduced between 1736 and 1744 to 4 horses, 8 cows and 64 
sheep. Cottagers had a cow common in the Hayes. 

From the 1301 acreages a yardland was 67 acres, and from a rental of similar date7 

the sizes of 11 half yardlands gave an average of 65 acres for a full yardland. The glebe 
values suggest a similarly large yardland of 67 acres in 1633. There is a lot of heath 
ground in this township and some of it may have been added to the yardlands; the high 
animal stints are consistent with a large area. 

The total of hides in 1086 was 3.5 (plus 0.0625?8). Henry de Bray states9 that there are 
'27 yardlands in the hide and 1 yardlandoutside the hide'. This presumably means 
there were 28 yardlands in all, so 8 yardlands correspond to a hide of 1086. This low 
number (cf24 at Watford and Elkington) doubtless reflects a knowledge in 1086 that the 
yardlands were large. 

Enclosed in 176610. 

1 The Estate Book of Henry de Bray, c.1289- 1340, by Dorothy S. Willis, CamdenSoc., 3rdser. 27 (1916), which is 
a collated and rearranged version of the infonnation surviving in two similar manuscripts BL Cott Nero C 
xii and Lansd. 761. 

2 Estau Book pp. 33-4. 
3 Estau Book p. 69. 
4 Estate Book pp. 83-6. 
5 NRO NPL 2; printed by Joan Wake in English Historical Review 37 (1922) pp. 406-13. 
6 NRO Harlestone glebe terriers. 
7 Estau Book p. 31. 
8 Thorn and Thorn, 1- 19, 18- 22, 18-43, 35- 3d. 
9 Estate Book c. 1300; p.9. 

10 Act NRO B(D) 706~ Award Enclosure Enrolment Volume B p.48. 

Harpole 

There were two fields (not named except by reference to one and the other) in a grant of 
2.5 acres equally distributed in 13131• The demesne had a third waste in 1338, so there 
seems to have.been a change in field number2. 

There were 4 named fields in 16823; Northampton Field, North and Nether Field, 
and Hill Field; it is stated that there were three tilths. The sizes were irregular: 
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Northampton 
Arable Totol 

6 
11 

6 
11 

North & Nether 
Arable Ley Total 

6 
22 

4 
9 

10 
31 

Hill Field 
Arable Ley 

5 
9 

5 
14 

Totol 

11 
23 

If'lands' were half acres then there were 32.5 acres in a full yardland with 35 percent 
ley. There is reference to a heath. ' 

Enclosed in 17784. 

1 BL Cott. Tib. E V f.29b. 
2 Gray from PRO C 135 53 m.1S. 
3 NRO XYZ 1610. 
4- Act NRO WK. 309; Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. G p.l. 

Harringworth 

M 1979 P 1732 (furlongs) 
Harringworth lies between Rockingham Forest and the River Welland. Near to the 

vill on the east lies the small hamlet of Shodey. Harringworth had multiple fields, 
possibly caused by township amalgamation, but there is no evidence. 

A map of 1619 shows village closes and great field boundaries, with some furlongs 
faindy picked out. Houses stretched most of the way to Shodeyl. The 6 named fields are 
correlated with those of 1732 below; immediately south of the vill were Lodge Leas, 155 
acres. In 1732 there were 5 fields operating a three-course tilth in detached parts. A 
furlong map with names but no lands marked, shows the wheat'field coloured blue, the 
peas field red, the fallow field yellow2: 

1619 1732 

Lower and Upper West Field West Field next to Harringworth Park, south west 
Lower East Field Nether Field at north east next to Wakerley 

Warnysh Field Wanish Field at east S next to Short Wood 
Mill Field Walker Well Field at S with dibbins and breach furlongs 

at the south next to the Park 

Lodge Field Lodge Field, south east to Laxton and to Harringworth 
Warren, south 

Enclosed in 1 7743• 

1 NRO Map 4527. 
2 NRO Map 763B. 
3 Award (1775) NRO Enclosure Enrolment Vol. D p. 247. 

Hartwell 

M 1974 

Peas 

Wheat 

Fallow 

Hartwelllies on the western edge ofSalcey Forest. Its setdement pattern is unique for 
the county, there being 6 deserted village sites. The present vill site may have medieval 
origins, making a seventh setdement. The chief site was probably the vill at Chapel 
Farm, where there was a chapel appurtenant to Roade. 
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A plan has been published 1• Two maps show the open field area and enclosures in 
1727 and 17682• The 1768 map has strips marked on the furlongs that are artistic only 
and do not relate to the lands. 

Most of the township was once ploughed as part of a field system, but by 1727 the 
arable had been much reduced by various enclosures. On the west, a park enlarged in 
c. 1520, has boundaries cutting across several furlongs in straight lines. On the east, next 
to Salcey forest was another large area of enclosure, leaving litde more than a third of 
the total left as arable. Four furlongs on the east had stocking names in 1727, suggesting 
that they were assarts from Salcey Forest. Closes at the north east were called assart (on 
furlongs 60-1, 101-2 of the published plan). 

There were four fields in 1727; Town Field, in two parts, East and West, Brook Field 
and Whallis Field. On the far west of the Park, unenclosed land was called Hartwell 
Piece in 1768. The fields at this date lay around Chapel Farm. The names are likely to 
be locational only, as their sizes are very unequal. The enclosure Award names Park 
Field and Town Field. A few orders survive for 1726-73: 

Hartwell was enclosed by an Act of 18254• The Award was made in 18285• The Park 
is described by Steane6. 

1 D. Hall, 'Hartwell, Northamptonshire, a parish sUIVey', CBA Group 9 Newsletter 5 (1975), 7- 9. 
2 NRO G 360 and G 440; 8 irregular fields occurred in 1605 (PRO LR2 201). 
3 NROG 3905. ' 
4 Baker ii p. 183. 
5 NRO ML 1565, Map 2995. 
6 J. M. Steane, 'Medieval Parks' NPP 5 (1975) p. ~26. 

Haselbech 

M 1983 
There were 41 yardlands in 1599, 24 belonging to Thomas Tresham, 7.5 toJohn 

Reade of Cottesbrooke and the remainder in the hands of 10 freeholders as 0.25-1.5 
yardland holdings 1. Gay says there were 40 yardlands before 16072. There were 3 hides 
in 10863, equating at approximately 14 yardlands to the hide. 

Enclosed in 1599. 

1 NRO Map 561 with agreement attached, listing yardland ownership. 
2 E. F. Gay 'The Midland revolt and the Inquisitions of Depopulation 1607, Trans. ~al. Hist. Soc., NS 18 

(1904) p. 216, probably from PRO LR2 211. 
3 Thorn and Thorn 18-21. 

Hellidon 

In 1728 there were three fields, 0.25 yardland being uniformly dispersed in the Middle 
'Field 3.5 acres, Upper Field 3.25 acres, and Farther Field 3.25 acres1• In all there were ' 
10 acres so that 1 yardland was 40 acres of which 20 percent was Iey. 

A rental of 1477 listed 19.5 yardlands2• The inlands (most likely the demesne) were 
enclosed in 15953• The remainder of the parish was enclosed in 17744. 

1 NROD1798. 
2 NRO K667. 
3 NRO Holt 638. 
4 NRO Award (1775), Enclosure Enrolment Vol. D p. 433; Maps 2865-6 have furlongs marked. 
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Helpston 

1976 F 1597 
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The landscape of Helpston can be reconstructed using the enclosure map and 
descriptions given in 1819-20 I. There was a central village based on a cross roads, 
called Westgate, Southgate and Eastgate.' At the south was Snape Green, c. 8 acres, from 
which led a drove 35-55 yards wide talled Wood Lane, an ancient drift way, leading to 
the Heath on the high ground. Either side of this drift were closes in a band c. 550 yards 
wide. The closes were there in 1772 and probably 1631. The open heath land of 1819 
was c. 200 acres. 

The woods and heath lie on poor sandy ground, over drained because it lies on a thick 
bed oflimestone. However it had been ploughed at some time since most of the land had 
laid ridge and furrow. 

In a 1597 field book Helpston has 3 fields, the relative sizes being shown by the page 
length of the entries2; Park Field 23.5 pages, North Field 25, Barrows Field 21, and Old 
enclosure 2 pages. Park Field has many manorial blocks, one 50-acre piece belonging to 
Torpel manor. The North Field has a block next to the village but the remaining areas 
were all dispersed. There were no leys in the arable block. 

A survey of 1631 (with 1647 tenants' names added) gives terriers of all the farms. Each 
entry has the estimated size of the parcel, the furlong name (or furlong description), the 
number of lands, abuttals in all four cardinal directions, the measured breadth and 
length of each parcel to the nearest 1/ 8th of a pole, and finally the measured area in 
acres, roods and poles3. 

The lordship land lies equally dispersed in three fields and had 30 of its lands as ley; 
only one other farm had any ley. There were several 'pieces' indicating a dispersed 
demesne. The tenants also have some pieces which is probably part of the demesne"let 
out. The farms all had land in Etton West and Old Fields, which seem to make up the' 
deficiences in the Park Field. 

WuJow & RtJ.lph Robert Smith Abiell Buddies Lordship 
Knowles 
lAnds 
(L) A R P L A R P L A R P ,L A R P 

Park Field 31 28 3 13 13 7 2 15 28 13 I 8 57 28 0 24 
North Field 53 31 1 0 40 27 0 19 25 16 2 0 55 41 1 12 
East Field 65 36 3 32 47 30 0 37 37 ,20 3 3 51 21 2 11 

[301eys] 
Etton West 5 4 3 2 22 15 2 25 9 6 0 4 18 13 3 23 
Etton Old 7 5 1 35 [both] id 
Closes 24 6 1 8 2 3 0 31 0 22 

Fann total 161 122 99 56 2 15 181 124 3 0 
Qands) 

The parish belonged to the Fitzwilliams after the 16th century, and had an almost 
enclosed economy, there was an abundance of pasture, and closes were let with the 
farms. Meadow was dispersed in the usual way; yardlands are not mentioned. 

In 1819 the fields were Heath Field on the west, Lolham Bridge Field on the north 
and Woodcroft Field on the east, an equally balanced three-field arrangement. A ~m~ 
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detached piece, c. 25 acres, of Wood croft Field lay next to the meadow on the north, and 
there was a large heath4• This represents a late functioning system that must have been 
much modified from an early one by the enclosures and heath. There were doubdess 
economic effects of the commoning rights in Borough Fen, equivalent to the Forest 
villages. Thus the agriculture was geared to a system best suited for arable production 
rather than maintaining an uneasy balance of mixed farming with rather too many 
animals, as in the west of the county. 

Pasture grounds and enclosure. Forty Acres and Steepings in Woodcroft were enclosed by 
15375. An undated 16th-century map shows an extensive 'pasture area of Helpston 
Heath, Pryers Heath and Caves Heath with a lodge, surrounded by Marham Grounds, 
Ailsworth Common alias Hemmings Sale, and Ufford common6. In 1597 Helpston 
Meadow, called Westinge, was common to Helpston, Etton and Woodcroft, Marham, 
Glinton, and Maxey7. 

Helpston was enclosed following and Act of 18098. The enclosure took in part of 
Etton Old Field on the East. 

1 NROML860. 
2 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vo!. 424. 
3 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vo!. 71. 
4 NROML860. 
5 M. E. F'meh Five NortMmptonshire Families, NRS 19 (1955), p.115. 
6 NRO Map 1241. 
7 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vol. 424 (1597) f.2. 
8 Award 1819 and map 1820, NRO ML 853; Map 1829; Map 1087 shows old and new closes; ML 860 has 

the Award and plan for several parishes. 

Hemington 

M 1990 H 
Although Hemington charters describe many furlong names from the 13th century 

until enclosure in the 17th century, none of them gives the number of fields until 1517. 
By that date a terrier ofRamsey Abbey land shows there were three fields, Castell Bush, 
Puttock Bush and House Hill Field 1• Since the first two share furlongs of the same name 
it is likely that this is a modification of an earlier two-field arrangement. The open land 
of Ramsey Abbey was equally divided; House Hill 128.5 acres, Puttock Bush 125.5 
acres, and Castell Bush 117.15 acres, 321.15 in all. 

The 151 7 terrier ofRamsey land shows that often Thorney abbey or Hinchingbrook 
Priory had lands next to Ramsey, indicating that large parts of furlongs had been given 
to monasteries. Frequendy the Ramsey land is at the end of a furlong (proved by 
abutting the next furlong), so a regular order is likely. A survey of the whole township 
was made by Edward Montagu in 1559, itemizing the lands and leys2. 

The two manors had different types of demesne. A terrier ofHemington's manor of 
1415 shows there were 50 ~cres that laid in three blocks near the village with the 
remainder dispersed throughout the fields3. Ramsey Abbey demesne (1517) was in a 
block at the west end of the vill lying arounded a moated manor-house, called the 
inlands. 

Orders. No Ramsey abbey court rolls survive, but later field regulations occur in the 
Montagu court rolls. In 1499 Thomas Coke had animals in the sown fields. The men of 
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Thuming tied horses in Hemington field in 1520; in 1510 half a yardland was allowed 2 
cows and 20 sheep (4 cows and 40 sheep per whole yardland). This allowance had been 
reduced by 1556 to 4 beast and 30 sheep per yardland4• The yardland was 43 acres in 
c. 1250 and unvirgated lands are described in Chapter 6. 

The number of yardlands for the Ramsey manor was 29.5 plus c. 2 for the demesne in 
1276 and the Peterborough manor had 'unvirgated land in 1290 (see Chapter 6). An 
extent of that date showed additional seignurial resources of meadow at Bamwell, 
Southwick, Warmington and Yarwe1l5• 

Enclosed grounds. Hemington Inland was enclosed before 15176 and in 1528 there were 
430 sheep and 428 lambs in it? More enclosure of the township had taken place by 1623 
when the Peterborough manor-house was leased for 11 years as Hemington House with 
200 acres called Hemington ParkS. Samuel Bird, usurping minister, complained to lord 
Montagu about having to maintain the hedge <?fhis 'newly enclosed' ground in 1658, so 
completion of enclosure was probably c. 1657. In 1661 a block of 127 acres was said to 
abut New Field Close and a newly made ditch there9. 

1 NRO Bucc1euch 15- 59 in X8678. 
2 /d. 25- 71/152 in X889. 
3 Id. 25- 1, charter 2 Hen. V, in X8678. 
4 Id. 25-74/100, 1106, 1102,1112 in X889. 
5 /d. CI0 in X387A for 1276 rental; 25-71 in X889 for 1290 extent; 18-56 in X388 for 1588 yardlands. 
6 /d. 25- 59 in X8678. 
7 /d. 25- 73. 
8 Id. 25-66. 
9 Id. 25-70. 

Heyford 

Baker l refers to Heyford as being 'perhaps one of the most complicated parishes in the 
kingdom'. It consists of Upper and Nether Heyford vills that were separate townships. 
Nether Heyford, when enclosed in 1750, had 40 yardlands of which 22.5 paid tithes 
to Stowe, 12.5 to Heyford and 5 to Bugbrook. The houses relating to the yardlands 
were mixed up in the villages. Upper Heyford tithes were split unequally between 
the parishes of Nether Heyford, Flore and Bugbrook. Baker further describes the 
deaneries to which the churches belonged, and gives complicated details about parish 
ratings and election of sidesmen. He explains that the complexities were a result of the 
divided lordship of the Heyfords in the 12 century. Land of the family of Gaunt had 
tithes given to the church of Stowe, their main seat; the Morton fee gave lands to its 
church at Bugbrook, while those of the family of Keynes were given to Flore church. 
Heyford church was founded by the family ofHeyford, owners of a separate part of the 
Keynes' fee. 

Nether Hl!Yford 
Three fields are mentioned in 17362, of which two were called the Field next Bugbrook 
and the Middle Field. 

Enclosed by act of parliament in 1749-50, with 40 yardlands3• The tithe of 5 
yardlands belonged to Bugbrook church. Several closes were mentioned in 1736 
(Bugbrook glebe) including a park. 
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Upper Heyford 
Two fields are mentioned in a small grant of 3 acres in 1313, called the East and West 
Fields4• The full details of every furlong are not clear in the fire-damaged manuscript. 

Upper Heyford was enclosed by agreement in 17125• 

1 Baker i p. 181- 2. 
2 NRO Bugbrook Glebe; the third was 'the Field towards Weedon' in 1622 ryz 7550). 
3 Bakeri 181- 2; Bill NRO C(H) 112. 
4 BL Cott. Tib. E V f.36d. 
5 Bakeri 189; Bugbrook glebe 1736. 

HighamCold 

M 1990 
The parish contains the vills of Cold Higham, Grimscote, and the deserted vill of 

Potcote. Grimscote is the largest setdement and Potcote payed tithe to the rector l . 

Baker records that some of Pot cote was in Greens Norton2• Perhaps the township was 
artificially split after enclosure. 

Cold Higham and Grimscote 
Charters and terriers often refer to Grimscote as though it were the major setdement 
and that the field system belonged to it, but in 1354 a full terrier of a yardland was stated 
to be in the fields of High am and Grimscote3• At that time there were two fields, North 
and South4• 

There were three fields, East, West and North from 1633 until enclosure. The 
numbers of parcels are, respectively, 23 arable and 12 grass; 22 and 5; 25 and 6 acres. 
Hall land, presumably the demesne, consisted of 25 yardlands5• 

The township was enclosed by an act of 18126. 

Potcote 
Potcote was open field in 1347, when a charter described 4 lands (one lying on 
tounforlong). Each land had Henry Hey as a neighbour, so a regular tenurial order is 
likely7. The fields of Potcote and Gremuscote were mentioned in 13498. It was enclosed 
before 1472 according to references to closes and hedges9. 

1 NRO Cold Higham glebe terrier 1720. 
2 Baker ii p.69. 
3 NRO Fennor-Hesketh Catalogue 287; Box D Bdle IV MTD/D/4/3. 
4 NRO Fennor-Hesketh MTD/D/4/20. 
5 NRO glebe terrier 1720. 
6 Baker ii p. 284; NRO NPL 1635-47; Award in NRO Enrolment Vol. N p.1. 
7 Fennor-Hesketh catalogue at NRO. 
8 NRO K Ch.88-9. 
9 BL Har1eian Ch Roll 7. 

Higham Ferrers 

M 1968 F 1567, 1703 P 1737 and 1789 
Higham parish contains the deserted township of Bus co tt, half of which was worked 

with Higham open fields, the other half being farmed from Newton Bromswold l . 

Chelveston and Caldecott originally were a chapelry of Higham, but are listed sep
aratelyabove. 
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There were three fields in 1327 when two-thirds of the demesne were under 
cultivation2• A' field book made in 1703, updating an earlier one of 1567, and two 
open-field plans of 1737 (illustrated on the jacket and at Plate 7) and 1789, name four 
fields, called Brook Field, Middle Field, Handcross Field, and the Field on the West Side 
of the Town otherwise Gunsex Field. Analysis of the tenurial holdings shows that the 
first three fields have lands held in singles or very small groups, rarely more than two, 
which contained freehold and copyhold (former villein) holdings3• The fourth ,field, 
lying near to the town, was held in larger groups oflands, some of them enclosed. The 
holders were. tenants of the Duchy of Lancaster demesne. Names of parts of the area can 
be related to demesne pasture leased out in the early 15th century4. The demes~e is 
further described in Chapter 5. 

The field book of 1567/1 703 records the freeholders and tenants at both dates. For each 
field and furlong there is the number oflands in each parcel and the area. The lands of 
four 1567 holdings were distributed in the fields as follows: 

Owner in 1567 Middle Brook Haru:lcross West Total Tardlands 
Fuld Fuld Fuld Fuld 

Pitman Thomas 20 15 13 6 58 1 copyhold 
Gurrey Chris 38 41 30 2 116 2 freehold 
Waiters Simon 20 19 18 4 , 67 1 
Chichele Thomas 19 18 10 3 59 1 

In Middle Field the land size for 3171ands averaged 0.41 acres. The number oflands 
in 16 yardlands (of both free and copyhold) was 1036, hence the average yardland of 
64.75 lands (including the few in West Field), was 26.55 acres. 

The land of Thomas Chichele, I yardland leasehold, lay in the three fields, with none 
in Buscott, and only a few in the demesne West Field, where,the tenure is not specified, 

, showing that it was different. 
The land use in 1567 is the same as 1703. In the three open fields there is almost no 

ley. Most of the demesne is ley, pieces or closes. The Newton part ofBuscott was also ley 
and mosdy enclosed. 

Tenurial order. No clear tenurial order is discernible in the 1703 field book, as is clear 
from Thomas Chichele's one freehold yardland. Some furlongs are not represented, yet 
in the yardland of another tenant they would be. A plot of Thomas Chichele's yardland 
shows that his lands lie scattered in most of the furlongs of the three 'yardland' fields. In 
Middle Field he had 17 lands in 9 furlongs, three of them in position 48. The probability 
that the same position could occur three times if the order was random is I: 110,592; 
there is therefore the remains of some kind of order. There may be more order than 
there seems, for if the sequence has been reversed in some furlongs, 'the position would 
not be 48. 

The very disturbed sequence cannot be the result of random private exchanges made 
over the centuries. The purpose of such exchanges would be to consolidate yardland 
holdings, which clearly has not occurred. Neither were such exchanges continuous 
equilil>rium events, since the collation of three field ,books of 1567, 1703 and 1792, 
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shows there was almost no change in the distribution of holdings over 225 years. The 
disturbance was probably caused by a large-scale exchange made at an early date. One 
such event may have been the creation of the large block demesne. 

Court rolls record a few open-field items5. In 1450 tenants were ordered that no beast 
or horses should be tied in their neighbours' pasture, and that no rushes should be 
gathered, and no peascods or wheat should be gleaned. In 1452 no tenant was to put 
sheep or cattle in the fields unless he held 1 yardland; freeholders with 0.25 yardlands 
were allowed to put animals in the field. 

Buscott 
The first reference to Buscott is as Britwinescote in the early 13th century6. 

The 1567/1703 field book shows that half of Buscott was divided into three parts and 
and worked in with the three fields of High am as arable. Its ownership was the same as 
the demesne, held in blocks of several lands. The villein land of the three fields of 
Higham had no land in Buscott. The other half ofBuscott belonged to·Newton and was 
left mainly as leys and closes. It was enclosed with Newton in 1800, even though it lay in 
Higham parish and was not part ofN ewton township 7• The tenurial holding ofBuscott 
indicates that it had been split between the lords of High am and Newton at an early date ' 
and held as demesne. It is speculated that Buscott may be an earlier site of Newton, see 
Chapter 8. 

Buscott was enclosed in two stages. The Newton part was formally done with Newton 
in 18008, although the 1567 field book shows that much of it was already in closes. The 
Higham part was enclosed in 1838 with Higham9. 

I illustrated in D. Hall 1988, in Hooke, pp.113-5. 
2 PRO C 135 6, m.26. 
3 NRO Fitzwilliam Mise. Vol. 47. 
4 PRO DL 29325/5320. 
5 NROX700. 
6 BL Harleian Ch. III D 45. 
7 NRO Newton enclosure papers in X34073. 
8 NROCAM61. 
9 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vol. 700; Map 2850. 

Holcot 

M 1975 
A terrier of half a yardland in 13161 describes land in 3 fields; in Est F eld, 5.4 acres; 

Mydylfelde 2.67 acres, and West Felde 3.58 acres (total 11.67). The last two field totals 
are nearly the same as the first, suggesting a two-tilth course operated. The yardland is 
23 acres. 

There were 3 fields in 1633 and until enclosure in 1777, called East Field, Middle 
Field and West Field. Half a yardland had 21, 21 and 19 roods in these fields, plus 2 
'pieces' in the West Field, hence there were 30.5 acres in a yardland2• The animal stints 
were 4 horses, 4 beast and 40 sheep per yardland (1635). 

Other 17th-century terriers use the names of Moulton, Middle and Hannington 
fields, distributed as 28:24:32.5 roods (half a yardland, implying 42.25 acres per 
yardland). Two more terriers of 1684 and 1688 imply 40.5 and 46 acres per yardland3• 

These later values for the yardland do not agree with that of 1316. 
Orders for 1673 were 14 in number4, and remained in force until 168 7, when 7 more 
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were added, including that the jury were to set out the highways and lands' ends on the 
Thursday after Holcot 'feast. 

Enclosed in 17775. 

I 1430 copy, BL Cott Vesp. E 17 f.52d. 
2 NRO Holcot glebe terriers. 
3 NRO Overstone Collection Box 740 now in X9922. 
4 NRO Markham Collection. 
S Act NRO BSL 14; Award Enclosure Enrolment Vol. G p. 133. 

Holdenby 

Holdenby had two fields in 13th century, 36 acres of demesne lying in two l8-acre lots in 
the East Field (16 parcels) and West Field (15 parcels), mainly in acre pieces l . Tnree 
fields are named in 1540, but the acreages and alternative names could imply that two 
fields still operated; there were 1 7 percent leys.2: 

West Field called Langelond Field: 
8 acre piece plus 9 lands, 1 ley

Wood Field 
10 lands 

Cargatt Field [West F in 13th] 
10 lands, 8 leys in Cargatt F called W odfeld 

13 acres 

5 acres 

9 acres 

Holdenby was partly enclosed by 1580, but 4 open-field names are marked on a map 
of that date; Longland Field 249 acres, North Field 740, Wood Field 319 and Park Field 
166 acres3• The last 2 fields had many spinneys planted. The North Field is described as 
the 'tenants ground', suggesting there had been been much rearrangement. Another 
map of 1587 shows a Park made over the Wood Field and spinneys set on the North 
Field. 

I BLAdd. Ch.22,897. 
2 BL Add. Ch. 21 ,991. 
3 NRO FH 272 for 1580 and 1587 maps, printed as plates 16 and 17 in RCHM, An Inventory of Archaeological 
~ in Northamptonshire 1981. 

Horton 

M 1992 
Horton had 3 fields in 1458, called South, Mill and North Fields l . 

Enclosure. Closes referred to in 1511 were probably demesne; some of them possibly 
being assarts, such as Wyttylbury stokkyng, Curtes wode and Hockytsstokkyng. There 
was still arable land2. In 1561 Robert Lane had licence to enclose a park with a fence 
and ditch, taking in 200 acres of wood and 300 acres of arable and pasture 3 . The whole 
parish was probably enclosed at this date. The identifiable northern park boundary cuts 
across ridge and furrow that, from the physical evidence, has not been ploughed since 
the boundary was created. In 1584 ground was described as lying 'on the sowth syde of 
the towne of Horton joyning in parte to the parke there and parte otherwise and lately 
layed to pasture'.4 This confirms that most of the southern part of the parish was 
pasture, and so likely was the rest. 

The park included old assart formed out of a much larger wood, as shown by the 
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names and also suggested by the ground evidence, having no furlong boundaries. The 
modem parish includes lands that were once detached pieces of woodland belonging to 
Great Houghton and Cogenhoe (Cogenhoe Brand). ' 

1 NRO G(H) 251 
2 NRO G(H) 259. 
3 NRO G(H) 263. 
4 NRO G(H) 264. 

Hothorpe 

Hothorpe lies next to Sibbertoft but is in the parish ofTheddingworth, Leics. It had two 
fields in the early 13th century, a small grant of2 acres (called 'virgates') describe 1 acre 
in one part of the vill and the other acre in another part I . 

An enclosure agreement was made in 16662. 

1 BLAdd Ch. 22,012. 
2 NRO YO 606; there were 3 fields in 1639 (YO 90, 175,604). 

Houghton, Great 

M 1972 
No open-field information has been discovered for Great Houghton. A plan of the 

furlongs has been pub1ished l . Enclosed in 16122. 

1 D. Hall, 'Great Houghton parish survey' Northamptonshire Archaeol. 14 (1979) 80-88. 
2 NRO S(G)298; NPL 241, plotted in 'Great Houghton'. 

Houghton, Little 

M 1972 F 1782 P c. 1829 (furlongs) 
A plan with identified furlongs has been published 1. Little Houghton had 3 fields in 

the 18th century2. The 1723 glebe was distributed in South Field 24 lands (1 of them 
ley), Middle Field 23, South Field 37 lands (13 of them leys). 

The arable, lying almost entirely as single lands, is fairly uniformly distributed 
between the fields with leys listed at the end of the terrier. There was 14 percent Iey. In 
the South Field 24'neighbours are named, there being 9 different people, four of them 
occupying 67 percent of the positions, probably indicating that there was once a regular 
tenurial order. Inspection of a 1782 field book revealed no observable recurring order. 

The glebe meadows 'of 1723 refer to (unnamed) divisions called hides. 
Enclosed with Brafield and Cogenhoe in 18273• A draft enclosure map of c. 1829\ 

shows. the furlong boundaries and names, and landuse. 

1 D. Hall 1976 'Little Houghton 1972, a Parish Field Survey', Northamptonshire Past and Present 5 (1976) 
295-304. 

2 NRO glebe and field book of 1782 in NRS Transcripts. 
3 Act NRO CAM 62; Award Enclosure Enrolment Vol. 0 p. 123. 
4 NRO Map 2838. 

Irchester 

M 1965 
Irchester parish contains two townships, Irchester and Knuston, and Irchester 

township also contains the shrunken hamlet of Chester, lying by the side of the Roman 
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